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Lord of the flies chapter 5 socratic seminar questions

Chapter 1 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Chapter 6 Chapter 7 Chapter 8 Chapter 9 Chapter 10 Chapter 11 Chapter 12 1. T boy discovers there are no adults on the island and tries to model civilization as they know it by electing a chief. How effective do you think this effort will be without
oversight? 2. Consider the cause of the conflict between Ralph and Jack. What does Ralph's attempt to appease Jack tell you about his basic character? Is it likely that Jack will be content to play the second fiddle? Why or why not? 3. What does Ralph' rquote reveal about Piggy's name that hints to you



about the fundamental nature of young people? Are they deliberately cruel to each other or just don't weigh in? Explain. 4. Why do you think the boys chose Ralph as their leader? 1. Review Ralph's announcement of the group's two priorities. Are these two priorities you'll choose? What other things do
you think the group might need to pay attention to? One of the young men expressed his fears about a beastie, while others claimed not to have it. What does this incident suggest about people and their fears in general? W hat the things we can fear even if we don't face the dramatic situation the boys
face? Why? 3. Piggy thinks the first thing the team should do is build shelter on the beach. Is this a valid score? Why or why not? 1. Does Jack's desire to kill a pig fit one of the group's two main priorities established by Ralph? Does Jack care about the welfare of the group? Explain. 2. Ralph wants to
show Jack that people are never quite what people think they are. Do you agree with Ralph? Support your location with an example from your own experience. 3. Simon finds a secluded place in the high forest where he can be alone. Why do you think he did that? What do you think this shows about
Simon? 1. Both Maurice and Roger torment the littluns, but they still feel guilty and still have the conditions of civilization they knew before. How much time do you think has passed since the boys came to the island? Do you think a further passage of time will have any effect on their guilt and their earlier
conditioning?2. Jack masks himself with clay and charcoal. What effect does this have on his behavior? What is the purpose of any mask, either realistic or imagined? Are we all wearing masks from time to time? Explain. 3. Watching the hunters dancing and chanting, Ralph felt jealousy and indignation.
Why do you think he is feeling these feelings? About what is he jealous? What's he upset about? 1. Why is Ralph's complaint about the group valid? What do you think these errors show about the group in general? Explain. 2. Ralph tells the group they should die before they let the fire go out. What does
he say that comment means? 3. Consider Piggy's claim that there is nothing to be afraid of except and Simon \rquote s commented that if there was an animal it could be the boys themselves. Do these two ideas have anything in common? Do you think Piggy and Simon's report makes sense? Explain. 1.
Ralph wants to give a message from adults. Skydiving can be such a message. What are some ideas the appearance of this figure might have suggested to the boys? What, then, is the irony about twins \rquote claiming that it is an animal? 2. None of the boys, not even Ralph or Jack, doubted for a
moment that Sam and Eric had actually seen an animal. Why are they all ready to accept the presence of such a best? 3. Simon comments to Ralph that he does not believe in the beast. Recalling earlier he did not have the best imagination that the twins described and his image of a heroic and sick man.
Is it likely that anyone else will agree with him? Why or why not? Does Simon's disbelief make sense? 4. As Ralph tried to talk to the boys, something flittered in front of his mind, like the wings of a bat, obscuring his idea. What do you think is happening to Ralph? How would you explain this short circuit?
Recall he smashed his fist against rocks. How would you describe Ralph's mood? 5. Recall Jack's ideas for the newly discovered part of the island. Why do you think Jack thinks about these terms? Does he seem scared about anything? Why do you think boys need a fortress? What will it protect them
from? 1. Simon tells Ralph he's not sure, of course, but he thinks Ralph will get back alright. Do you agree with Simon? Do you think there or all the boys will be rescued? Why or why not? Does Ralph think so? Why or why not? 2. When Ralph attacks wild boar on the snout with his syst, how does he
feel? He then immediately crashes into Robert with his spear. So how does he feel? Is there any connection between the two events? Explain. 3. How would you describe the relationship between Ralph and Jack at this time? What is the source of their conflict? Do you think Jack hates Ralph? If so, why?
1. Throughout the novel, there was a conflict between Jack and Piggy. What do you think is the cause of this conflict? Why is it important that Piggy, for the first time, helps collect firewood after Jack has broken from the group? Why does Piggy feel liberated?2.Although Jack lists Ralph's fault, none of the
boys are willing to oust Ralph as leader. What explanation can you give for this? 3. Comment on your reaction to Simon's encounter with the Lord of the Flies. Do you think Simon is hallucinating because of the heat? Remember that Simon was only a young man, about eleven or so Two. Does such a
young person often have the kind of understanding and insight that sim on seems to have? Do you think the Lord of flies\rquote reviews of other boys' rquote feelings about Simon are correct? It is any evidence to support this? Do you think the Lord of flies \rquote warns that others will do Simon if he tries
to intervene is realistic? 1. Discuss jack's tribe organization and his place in it. Then discuss the kind of organization Ralph tried to set up with the entire group. How will you label each leader and each system? Which you want to be a member of? Explain why. 2. The Lord of flies \rquote predicts that
Simon will be killed by other boys proving to be correct. Did you expect this, or were you surprised? Is Simon interfering, is something God of flies warns him against, or is he trying to save them all from the real beast, himself? 3. What is the significance of the figure on the mountain that falls to the beach
and then washes out to sea? Remember Simon\rquote's attempt to cry out his news to chant, dance the tribe. To continue enjoying our website, we ask that you confirm your identity as a human being. Thank you so much for your cooperation. Thank you for your participation! Join!
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